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Personal Leadership
KEY MODELS AND CONCEPTS
“The illiterate of the future will not be the person who cannot read. It will be the person who
does not know how to learn.”
Alvin Toffler

.
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Leadership & Sustainability

Notes:

.
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Leadership & Emerging Cultures

Culture from the Latin word “colere”, which means to nourish or grow.
Organizational Culture is the collective consequences of how people behave / relate:

.

●

to themselves

●

to others ( individuals, groups, teams)

●

to the organization

●

to the local environment

●

to the global environment
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“When I was young and free and my imagination had no
limits, I dreamed of changing the world. As I grew older and
wiser, I discovered the world would not change, so I
shortened my sights somewhat and decided to change only
my country.
But it, too, seemed immovable.
As I grew into my twilight years, in one last desperate
attempt, I settled for changing only my family, those closest
to me, but alas, they would have none of it.
And now as I lie on my deathbed, I suddenly realise:
If I had only changed myself first, then by example I would
have changed my family.
From their inspiration and encouragement, I would then have
been able to better my country and, who knows, I may have
even changed the world”
Words written on the tomb of an Anglican Bishop (1100 AD.)
In the Crypts of Westminster Abbey.
From: Dan Clark, “Weathering the Storm” - Extracted from
“Chicken Soup For The Soul” by Jack Canfield/Mark Victor
Hansen
Reflections:

.
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Leadership Development In Context

Notes:

.
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.

Primary Intent

Local focus.

Outside-In Change.

Focus

prescribed standards

Measured against

Outcomes

style of problem

Quick-fix, fire fighting

Strategies

What, how

Level of
Consciousness
How

Personal Leadership & Organizational Change
Type
Fix the problem

Outside-In Change
set plans.

Measured against

development and

Structured training, skill

Personal Leadership

“Trained” to perform

People Development

task(s).

Low

Low

change.

“Build” capacity for

Intervention driven.

requirements.

“Trained” to meet new

Intervention driven. Re-

Area (silo?) focus.

training

Continuous

Controlled, project

Low/high

solving. Error

improvement

communication
processes. Project
orientated problem

driven process.

solving.
Designed against top-

Intervention driven

down predetermined

recognizing, individual

Outside-In Change.

Redesign (based on

capacity.

System wide.

criteria / external

current thinking), of
processes,
technologies and work
practices (not culture)
Emergent process.

continuous learning.

Develop capacity for

transformation.

Prepare “minds” for

strategy, systems,

What, how and why

High

benchmarks. Achieving

Emerging outcomes

Conscious, high

Learner centred.

involvement process
design. Changing the

Caring why, caring for

the targets.

Short to medium term

All stakeholders.

Inside-Out Change.

survival.

Long term systemic /
organizational
sustainability.

What, how and why

correcting.

Reactive Change

Operational
Change

Transitional
Change

Transformational
Change

organizational mind
(orgmind) / culture
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Integration for Change

Notes:

Adapted from Peter Senge’s “The Fifth Discipline Fieldbook”

.
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How I Learn
1.

Reflect back over the last week to a month. Ask yourself: What
have I learned? Be specific. Recall any new skill, knowledge, or
understanding you acquired.

2.

Reflect on the question: How did I learn what I learned?
We all learn in different ways and on multiple levels.
Did you learn by:

3.

-

doing something?

-

listening or reading?

-

imitating someone else?

-

feeling or visualising?

-

expressing yourself in words, music, action etc?

Image: How can I increase the use of this type of learning in my everyday life and over the
course of this programme.

Reflections:

.
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Learning Cycle

.
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Error Correction

Continuous Learning

Reflections:

.
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Learning – The Response to Change

Reflections:

.
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What do you see?

.
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.
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Join the dots
Using 4 straight lines join the 9 dots. You cannot remove your pencil or pen from the paper or go back
over a line.

Count the squares

The Farmer’s Land
A farmer with four children leaves his large farm to his children upon his death. The property has to be
divided into four pieces of equal size and shape. All land given to each must be adjoining.

.
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Paradigms

If you want to make small improvements, work on behaviour and attitudes.
If you want to make major improvements, shift your paradigms.
Steven Covey
A paradigm is a map, a model or a pattern of some aspect of your mental world. They are sometimes
referred to as mindsets and influence the way we see and react to things.
As Albert Einstein said:
“The significant problems we face cannot be solved by the same level
of thinking that created them.”
Can you think of what paradigms you need to shift to become more
effective in your learning?

Reflections:

.
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.
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If I had my life to live over
I’d dare to make more mistakes next time. I’d relax. I would
limber up. I would be sillier than I have been this trip. I would
take fewer things seriously. I would take more chances. I
would

take more trips. I would climb more mountains and

swim more rivers. I would eat more ice cream and less beans.
I would perhaps have more actual troubles, but I’d have fewer
imaginary ones.
You see, I’m one of those people who live sensibly and sanely,
hour after hour, day after day. Oh, I’ve had my moments and if
I had it to do over again, I’d have more of them. In fact I’d try to
have nothing else. Just moments, one after another, instead of
living so many years ahead of each day. I’ve been one of
those

persons

who

never

goes

anywhere

without

a

thermometer, a hot water bottle, a raincoat, and a parachute. If
I had to do it again, I would travel lighter than I have.
If I had my life to live over, I would start barefoot earlier in the
spring and stay that way later in the fall. I would go to more
dances. I would ride more merry-go-rounds. I would pick more
daisies
If I had my life to live over again. But you see I don’t we’re
only given one.
Nadine Stair
85 years of age
Louisville, Kentucky
Reflections:

.
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Confronting Reality

.
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Levels of Consciousness

Learner-Centeredness

.
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Consciousness

Two Views:
Matter is primary
Since the only true reality is that which may be accessed or known by the five senses, or their
extensions, matter is therefore primary.

Consciousness
The essential ground state of an organization is mind, not matter. Reality is anything one thinks.
There is no matter without an act of mind.
Reflections:

.
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Thoughts on Consciousness
□

The first and most formidable step in changing
a system, is changing the mind.

□

If you wish to change the system profoundly,
you must change its mind profoundly.

□

Thoughts that have become fixed over time in
the mind as “truth” are the primary source of
inertia - the seeming inability and
unwillingness of people and organizations to act in the face of change.

□

Don’t let anyone off the hook of responsibility for the consequences of their thinking no matter
how convincingly they claim to be an innocent bystander.

□

As long as the mind fails to hold profound systemic change as both possible and desirable,
any effort to effect a change strategy will be futile.

Reflections:

.
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Choice
Making Choices
1.

Think back over the last couple of weeks. List three or four choices that you made. Next to
each indicate the alternatives you could have chosen.

2.

Reflect on the reasons behind each of your choices. Did the choice meet your own needs or
those of someone else? Did you act out of habit - without “thinking”?

3.

Reflect on the consequences of each option. What impact did your choices have on you?
Your health? Your happiness? Your relationships with others? Your work performance?

My Choice

.

Reason

Consequences
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Conscious Choice

Desire:

to want something, especially strongly; the feeling that accompanies an unsatisfied
state; a strong persistent yearning or desire, especially one that cannot be fulfilled;
longing

Commitment: the state of being bound emotionally or intellectually to a course of action or to
another person or persons; when you are willing to give your time and energy to
something that you believe in, or a promise or firm decision to do something

.
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Mindful Choice

Reflecting back on the “Making Choices” exercise and the model “Conscious Choice”, which choices
do you intend to repeat when appropriate and which ones will you replace with more useful, fulfilling
alternatives? On reflection what could that alternative choice have been?
My choice

.

Repeat / replace with -
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Personal Values / Beliefs
Establishing your personal values/beliefs is sometimes a painful and frightening experience because
you may have to break away from things that others and you, have held dear in the past. Re-thinking
values usually leads to a more satisfying and more accurate way of seeing our relation to life. This is a
personal road which is travelled alone.
Purpose
To assist you to identify and clarify those values which are most important to you.
Procedure
1.

Look over the list of possible values on the next page. Are there any missing that you regard
as important? If so, add them at the bottom of the page.

2.

Select 20 possible values.

2.

Delete 10 values that you would give up if forced to make a choice.

3.

Delete 5 more values which you would give up if you were again forced to make a choice.

4.

You are left with the 5 most important values which you are not prepared to give up. Rank
these 5 values in decreasing order of importance. Delete 4 and 5

5.

.

The first 3 are your driving values. Define what they mean to you.
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Possible Values / Beliefs

achievement

intelligence

autonomy

knowledge

ambition\advancement

loyalty

adventure

love

change and variety

meaningful work

challenge

personal development/growth

competitiveness

physical challenge

creativity

power

democracy

privacy

ethical practice

recognition

excellence

religion

environmental conservation

reputation

family

service to others

freedom

security

friendship

status

health

wealth

honesty

wisdom

independence
inner harmony
integrity

.
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My Core / Driving Values

1._______________________________Defined as:

2._______________________________Defined as:

3._______________________________Defined as:

4.
5.
Reflections:

.
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Limiting Beliefs
Why we limit ourselves
1.

I will get dissatisfied if I try to become something more. It is better to be content with who I am.

2.

I can have all the fantasies I want but I am still limited by what is available and what I will be
allowed to do.

3.

I don’t like the idea of planning for the future. It takes away all the spontaneity from life.

4.

What happens if I make changes and then fail or don’t get what I want? Aren’t I then worse off
than before?

5.

I might want to make dramatic changes that could create problems for other people.

Some Limiting Beliefs
□

Too busy

□

Not important - won’t make a difference

□

I can’t have what I want anyway

□

It doesn’t matter what I want

□

I already know what I want

□

I am afraid of what I want

□

I don’t know what I want

Reflections:

.
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Breaking Vicious Cycles

.
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Ways I Limit Myself
Self Putdowns

What others say/have said that I agree with (messages from the past)

Decisions/mistakes/failures in the past that I dwell on/can’t forgive myself for

Things that others have done that have impacted my life negatively that I can’t forgive them for or
forget about.

.
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Overcoming Limitations / Obstacles
You have to be the source of your change. Reflecting back on “Ways I Limit Myself”, consider the
following questions:
1. What is good about this problem(s)?

2. What am I willing to do to make it the way I want it?

3. What am I willing to no longer do in order to make it the way I want it?

4. How can I enjoy the process while I do what is necessary to make it the way I want it?

.
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Sherlock Holmes Exercise
You have applied for a job in a faculty at a major formerly white South African higher education
institution. It is an upper middle management position and, since you have been stuck in middle
management for some time, you are eager to get the job. You have arrived on time for the interview
and are met by the Department Director’s assistant, who apologizes and says that there will be a slight
delay because the Director, who is chairing the selection panel, has been called to an urgent meeting
with the Dean and will be there for at least the next fifteen minutes. In the meanwhile, you are invited
to wait in the Director’s private office.
You enter the office, knowing that you will be alone here for a short while. You look around the room,
naturally curious about the person you may be working with…
The office is carpeted in a short plush pile grey. You sit in one of two emerald green chairs to the left
of the doorway. Between the chairs is a low glass table on which there is an empty gold ashtray. Next
to the ashtray are two books of matches – one is from the Playboy Club and the other is from a local
restaurant. On the wall behind you is a picture of an old sailing ship in blues and browns. A rubber
plant set in a brown and green woven basket sits against the side wall next to the other chair.
There is a window on the far wall, and you get up and go over to look out. Directly in front of the
window is a sofa covered in thick brown leather with buttons sewn through it. The leather is creased
and worn in places. The curtains at the window behind the sofa are a cream white woven material with
a beige stripe. On the sofa are two cushions covered in the same fabric. The view from the window is
pleasant – big trees, lawns, well-tended flower beds, ivy-covered buildings in the distance.
Your gaze turns to the square dark wooden table next to the sofa. Magazines are scattered in front of
a black ceramic lamp with a cream white shade. The magazines are varied: the current issue of the
institution’s weekly newspaper, a copy of its latest booklet on transformation with a picture of the Vice
Chancellor on the cover, two recent issues of Business in Africa and The Financial Mail and one copy
each of Golfer’s Digest and Drum.
As you walk back to your chair, you notice that the papers on the desk in front of you are your CV, and
that the statement of your gender has been marked with a felt-tipped pen. Since the Department
Director’s assistant may come in to call you to the interview room at any moment, you sit in the
emerald chair to wait.

(Adapted from Collaborative ChangeWorks, copyright 2002)

.
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DATA

.

ASSUMPTIONS

CONCLUSIONS
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The Ladder of Inference

I take Actions
based on my beliefs
I adopt Beliefs about the world
I draw Conclusions
I make Assumptions based on the meanings I added

The
reflexive
loop - our
beliefs affect
what data
we select
next time,
i.e. our bias
is reinforced

I add Meanings (cultural and personal)
I select “Data” from what I observe
Observable “data” and experiences (as a video camera might capture it and
a videotape recorder might play it back)
Adapted from Chris Argyris

.
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Life Line
Objective:
This is an exercise designed to help you examine your past to learn about yourself and your unused
strengths.

Process:
■

Ask yourself the questions: Who and what am I? How did I get to where I am now? What
happened between your birth and today? These answers may (or may not) influence your
decisions about what to do with your life tomorrow. This is a starting point. You are taking a
standstill on this day, as you stand at the crossroads. This examination of the past is one of
the first steps to planning for the future.

■

Draw your life-line from your birth until today as shown in the example below. Mark the
significant events and highs and lows, and describe on a separate page why these events are
important and your feelings about them.

■

Look at the highs and lows and the reasons for these. What do the positive events have in
common? What do the negative events have in common? Records any trends in your
personal journal.

.
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Longevity Lifestyle
Researchers from UCLA identified seven lifestyle behaviours which impact on our longevity.
1.

Eating breakfast daily

2.

Avoiding inappropriate (junk food ) snacks

3.

Maintaining ideal weight ( if you’re not certain what it should be, check with your doctor)

4.

Exercising regularly ( taking part in any physical activity that builds endurance, strength, and
flexibility )

5.

Sleeping seven to eight hours per night

6.

Not smoking

7.

Moderate drinking ( two alcoholic drinks per day )

Reflections:

.
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Life Balance
This simple self-assessment will help you discover how in or out of balance your life is at the moment,
and those areas where you need invest more if you want to avoid the problems of over working, stress
and work related ill health.
Step 1
You need to draw up is list of the areas that make up your life (or that you wish would make up the
areas of your life). One of them will be work. Here are ideas for the others:
physical health

mental health

leisure time

relaxation

spouse / life partner

family

friends/socialising

spirituality

home/lifestyle

hobbies

travel

religion

self-development

career development

voluntary work

community

other
Step 2
On the worksheet on the next page write one area at the end of each spoke. Work is already filled in!
Step 3
Now beginning with work, decide how invested you are in each area in turn. Invested means giving
time and energy (both physical and mental) to that area. You need to rate each area of investment on
a scale of 1 (little or no investment) to 10 fully invested.
Step 4
Once you have decided on your level count the markers on that spoke from the middle towards the
outer rim of the wheel. So if you feel your investment in work is 7 then you will count 7 markers from
the centre along that spoke and then mark it with an X. Do this for each spoke in turn. When you have
all 8 spokes marked you will have a picture of the balance of your life.
An Example

.
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.
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Whole Person Health Self-Appraisal

Overview
In this health self-appraisal process, you draw on your own wisdom to assess your level of physical,
mental, emotional, social, spiritual, and lifestyle health. You will then have an opportunity to identify
your personal health risk areas.

Objective
1.

To raise your consciousness about the many aspects of health.

2.

To appraise your personal well-being from a whole person perspective.

3.

To identify your personal health risk factors in a variety of life dimensions.

Background
The traditional health risk appraisal focuses specifically on areas of health and risk where researchers
can provide quantifiable data. Such appraisals rely on statistical correlations between death rates (or
illness/accident incidence) and quantifiable physical qualities and habits.
This appraisal offers another way to view health and risk factors. It taps into the internal wisdom of the
individual rather than external data and focuses on all dimensions of well-being (including mental,
emotional, social, spiritual, and lifestyle issues), rather than primarily the physical.

Process
1.

Complete the “Whole Person Self-Appraisal" worksheets.

2.

Spend some time reflecting on the quality of your health in each separate dimension.

3.

Complete the "Risk Factor" worksheet focusing on potential risk factors in each dimension of
well-being. You should identify one or more personal attitudes or habits in each dimension
that increase your risk of future disease.
Note: A "Risk Factor" is defined as any attribute, attitude, habit or behaviour pattern that, if
continued, is likely to cause problems and decrease the quality of life in the future.

.
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Whole Person Self-Appraisal Worksheet
S the items with which you are not satisfied at present.
R the items that signal your wellness.
NB: Use what ever works for you

Physical
smoking
alcohol use
weight
energy
stamina
strength
diet habits
attention I pay to my body
caffeine intake
medications
physical pain
exercise
body tension
sleep patterns
general health
body image
other

Mental
alertness
memory
creativity
wise
new ideas
capable
logical
curiosity
enthusiasm
know my field
stimulating
open-minded
consistent
other

Emotional
depressed
can express feelings
stability
can accept feelings
sensitive
meet my own needs
grieving
in touch with me
freedom
sense of success
content
all together
often anxious
.
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happy
often scared
independence
self-confidence
other

Social
friendship
meet all people with ease
intimacy
express needs to others
outgoing
respond to others' needs
respect
relationship with spouse
honesty
relationship with kids
relationship with parent(s)
tolerant
dependent/independent
handle conflict
affectionate
social graces
polite
conversation ease
entertaining
able to say "no"
loyal, trusting
helpful
other

Spiritual
in touch with my God
comfortable with my death
meaning
worthwhileness
purpose
values
sharing faith
faith
prayer life
positive view
commitment
feel forgiven
life direction
good example
worship life
at peace
forgiving
other

Lifestyle
comfortable with aging
priorities
handle money well
courageous
appreciate beauty
satisfied
.
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job satisfaction
orderliness
decision making
moved recently
able to play
going too fast
goal setting
trying too hard
successful
able to relax
able to enjoy
other

.
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Personal Risk Factors Worksheet
What factors in your current health picture and self-care patterns are causing difficulty in your life or
are likely to cause you some problems in the future? What patterns, if continued, will diminish
the quality of your life one year from now? Ten years from now?

Physical

Mental

Emotional

.
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Social

Spiritual

Lifestyle

.
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My Longevity Lifestyle
1.

Review the seven lifestyle behaviours.

2.

Evaluate your own status.

How many of these

behaviours do you already practice.
3.

Make a separate list of other “healthy” habits you
practice. Are you a vegetarian? Do you meditate?

4.

List the longevity behaviours that you do not currently practice in the order that would be
easiest for you to accomplish. It should become you target to work towards acquiring these
habits/behaviours one at a time.

Reflections:

.
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My Asset Sheet

My qualities and characteristics that I regard as valuable.

My talents, natural aptitudes and abilities.

My skills, competencies.

.
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Increasing My Assets

1.

Select an activity that you engage in on a regular basis that brings you a lot of satisfaction.
Select a complex activity.

2.

Describe what you do while taking part in that activity. Give as much detail as you can.
Outline the strengths and skills you bring to the activity. Explain why you enjoy each element
of the activity, and how the parts and the whole bring you satisfaction and meaning.

3.

Reflect on what you discovered in step 2. Make notes about the specific skills, preferences,
and the kinds of satisfactions that have been revealed. Generate a list of things which are
consistently rewarding.

Reflections:

.
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“One man cannot do right in one department of life whilst he is occupied doing wrong in any
other department. Life is one indivisible whole.”
Mahatma Gandhi

.
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Connectivity
Two Views:
Reductionism
The universe is precisely equal to the sum of its multiplicity of unambiguously distinct, separate, parts
...no more and no less.

Connectivity
An organization is an unbroken and unbreakable pattern of relationships in which no part can exist or
occur independently of the whole. Each part is by itself a whole and this whole is part of a bigger
whole

.
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Thoughts on Connectivity
□

The system must be grasped as a whole or it cannot be understood at all. One learns nothing
useful about a system by studying its parts.

□

A system is changed as a whole or it is not changed.

□

The power necessary to achieve sustainable change in a system will be found in the intricate
field of relationships - not in positions or individuals, no matter how much authority they may
wield.

□

Whenever any two elements in a system interact, their connection is strengthened.
Otherwise, it is diminished, but it is never non-existent.

□

The real action in a system happens at the level of connections; it is the result of everything all
the elements of a system do.

Reflections:

.
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Reflections on Significant Others in My Life
Home (Partner, children, parents, siblings)
WHO

VIEW (using descriptive words of how you
experience them)

Work (Manager, top management, colleagues, team members)
WHO

VIEW (using descriptive words of how you
experience them)

Socially (Friends, clubs, outside organisations, church, sport)
WHO

.

VIEW (using descriptive words of how you
experience them)
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The Concept of Rank
(From: Wikipedia, the free encyclopaedia)

Rankism – What it is
Rankism is a term coined by physicist, educationalist and citizen diplomat Robert W. Fuller. Fuller has
defined rankism as: "abusive, discriminatory, or exploitative behaviour towards people who have less
power because of their lower rank in a particular hierarchy"

Note this definition does not mean that

rankism is a form of social discrimination since it does not make a distinction between:
•

rank assigned on the basis of class or category and

•

rank assigned on the basis of individual merit

Fuller claims that rankism also describes the abuse of the power inherent in superior rank, with the
view that rank-based abuse underlies many other phenomena such as bullying, racism, sexism, and
homophobia.
Rankism is the exploitation or humiliation of those with less power or lower status. Simply put, rankism
occurs when the somebodies of the world use the power of their rank to take advantage over those
they see as nobodies. Rankism is the root cause of a wide variety of dominating behaviors. As the
general cause of indignity, rankism is no more defensible than the now familiar indignities of racism,
sexism, etc. Dr. Fuller is quick to add, though, that eliminating rankism doesn’t mean eliminating rank
any more than getting rid of racism means getting rid of race. Rank can be a useful organizational tool
that, used properly, helps us achieve group goals. It is the abuse of rank that cries out for our
attention.
The term rankism first appeared in print in the Oberlin Alumni Magazine for fall of 1997 in an article by
Fuller. Fuller later wrote a book on the topic called Somebodies and Nobodies: Overcoming the Abuse
of Rank, which he began distributing on his web site as a free e-book in 2000. Somebodies and
Nobodies was published in 2003.
Fuller asserts that rankism involves:
•

exploiting one's position within a hierarchy to secure unwarranted advantages and benefits,
without regard to the deprivation of people deemed to be inferior;

•

illegitimate use of rank (e.g., abusive parent or priest, corrupt CEO, bully boss, prisoner
abuse, etc.);

•

treating rank as a shield that permits one person to insult or humiliate others with impunity;

•

using rank to perpetuate position long after it can be justified while quashing talented people
who might challenge that position;

.
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•

exporting rank achieved in one sphere of activity to claim superior importance as a person;

•

use of rank illegitimately acquired or held (as in situations resting on specious distinctions of
social rank such as racism, sexism, etc.).

Fuller has also written that:
•

victims of rankists may find themselves publicly humiliated or ignored and treated as invisible.

•

society facilitates the rankist liberty to insult when whole groups are stereotyped as weak and
vulnerable.

•

the opponents of rankism believe that position and power should be used to serve the group
over which one holds authority.

Additional Thoughts
o

The fact that you make more doesn't mean you're worth more.

o

New "Ism": Rankism — behaviour of people who think they are superior.

o

Rankism. Once you know what it is, you see it everywhere.

o

Once you see rankism in your daily world and understand how you perpetuate it, you can
change the way you behave and then allow others to change - thus creating a better world for
all of us.

o

Rankism erodes the will to learn, distorts personal relationships, taxes economic productivity,
and stokes ethnic hatred. It is the cause of dysfunctionality, and sometimes even violence, in
families, schools, and the workplace. Like racism and sexism, rankism must be named and
identified and then negotiated out of all our social institutions. (R. W. Fuller, 2003, p. 3)

Additional Thoughts - Arnold Mindell
“Consensus Reality (CR). In everyday community reality, deep democracy deals with facts, figures,
issues and people. Imbedded in everyday conflicts, lie power struggles and issues of rank. Hierarchy
is often at stake.
a)

Whenever you feel inflated, or depressed, powerful or terrified, more or less than someone
else, rankism and power prevail.

b)

Rankism is the overt, but more often subtle background to the various feelings in a given
situation. Rankism, that is, the conscious or unconscious use of power over others-- without
feedback -- is the mother of all (CR) "isms". For example, nationalism, capitalism, racism,
sexism, heterosexism, and ageism, strongly differ in content, but are similar in the hurt they
cause.

c)

Unconscious use (or conscious abuse) of rank is the core of all internecine struggles. We all
need more awareness of rank issues.”

.
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Rankist Behaviour & Response Behaviour
Use power
Threaten
Collect
Talk Louder
Impose/Increase controls
Demand loyalty

Majority Voice

Demand respect

* people with rank due

Pull Rank

to:
- numbers
- power
- status
* a person’s dominant
inner voice

Grant/withhold permission

Minority Voice
Comply
Resist
Rebel

The voice that is not
heard externally or
internally

Protest
Withdraw
Collect/Group
Passive Resistance
Anger
Ask for permission

.
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Rankism -- The Mother Of All Isms
by Robert W. Fuller
Published on Friday, October 6, 2000 by Pacific News Service
An executive pulls up to valet parking at a restaurant, late to a business lunch, and finds no one to
take his car keys. Anxious and fuming, he spots a teenager running toward him in the rear-view mirror
and yells, "Where the hell were you? I haven't got all day."
He tosses the keys in the kid's general direction and they fall to the pavement. Bending to pick them
up, the boy says, "Sorry, sir. About how long do you expect to be?"
The executive hollers over his shoulder, "You'll know when you see me, won't you?" The valet winces,
but holds his tongue. Postscript: the teenager goes home and bullies his kid brother.
It's easy to multiply examples like these: a customer demeans a waitress, a coach bullies a player, a
doctor disparages a nurse, a school principal insults a teacher, a teacher humiliates a student,
students ostracize other students, a parent belittles a child, an officer abuses a suspect, a professor
exploits a teaching assistant, a boss harasses an employee, a caretaker mistreats an invalid.
Most such behaviours have nothing to do with racism or sexism. Yet the effect on the victims is no
different from how it felt to be Jewish, black, or gay until things began to change for those groups. The
perpetrators of these insults, like racists and sexists, select their targets with circumspection. In each
of these examples, what triggers unequal treatment is rank -- rank as measured on the somebodynobody scale.
"Somebodies" are sought after, given preference, lionized. "Nobodies" get insulted, dissed, exploited,
ignored. Low rank, even when the ranking is clearly meretricious, functions exactly like race and
gender -- as an unjustifiable impediment to advancement.
All forms of abuse, prejudice, and discrimination are actually predicated upon differences in rank.
Rank-based discrimination deserves a name of its own to distinguish it from racism, sexism, and bad
manners. By analogy, we shall call it rankism. Once you have a name for it you see it everywhere.
Our society no longer condones abuse based on race or gender, but inequity based on rank is, for the
most part, still overlooked. It might be supposed that if one overcomes tendencies to racism, sexism,
ageism and other narrowly defined forms of prejudice, one would be purged of rankism as well. But
rankism is not just another ism; it's the mother of them all. The familiar kinds of discrimination are
simply special cases of rankism. Colour, gender, etc. are excuses for exploiting power differences, not
the cause of the resulting injustices.
Unlike race or gender, rank is mutable. You can be taken for a nobody one day and for a somebody
the next. You can be a nobody at home and a somebody at work, or vice versa. "Nobody" is an epithet
used to justify further denigration and inequity. "Nobody" is the N-word of our time.
.
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Much of what's labelled social pathology arises from rankism. The indignity suffered by nobodies
festers. It turns to indignation and sometimes erupts in violence. To "nobody" individuals, or a people,
is not only to do them an injustice, it is to plant a time bomb in our own midst.
The consequences range from school shootings to revanchism, even genocide. The 20th century has
seen many demagogues who have promised to restore the pride and dignity of a people that felt
"nobodied." Hitler enjoyed the support of Germans humiliated by punitive measures in the aftermath of
World War I. President Milosevic of Yugoslavia has traded on the wounded pride of the Serbs. People
will become apologists for crimes they would otherwise condemn to get even with those they believe
have nobodied them.
Attacking the familiar isms, one at a time, is like lopping heads off the Hydra of discrimination and
prejudice. Going after rankism, which underlies all forms of discrimination, would drive a stake through
the Hydra's heart.
In targeting rankism, it is vital to recognize that there is nothing wrong with rank per se; any more than
there is anything wrong with race or with gender. When it has been earned and signifies excellence,
rank is generally accepted.
But when rank is exercised beyond its appropriate domain, or when others are "nobodied," that's
rankism. The democratic process provides a recourse to rankism in civic affairs, but in the workplace
and in education we must often knuckle under or risk our position.
Before the civil rights and women's movements, blatant forms of race and gender-based discrimination
were mostly condoned. Now, being labelled a "racist" or a "sexist," a "bigot" or a homophobe," does
not look good on your resume.
In contrast, rankism, in both its interpersonal and institutional guises, still enjoys wide tacit support.
Overcoming rankism -- in the family, the schools, health care and the workplace -- is democracy's next
step.
Robert W. Fuller taught physics at Columbia, created a program for high school dropouts in Seattle
and served as president of Oberlin. His book, "Rankism: Breaking Ranks in Pursuit of Individual
Dignity," can be accessed at www.breakingranks.net.

Those who need rank don’t deserve it, and those who deserve rank
probably don’t need it.

.
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Typical Rank Behaviour I May Use
Majority Voice

Minority Voice

Reflections

.
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20 Ways to Combat Rankism
1.

Break the taboo on rank. Make it a safe subject for discussion in the workplace.

2.

Acknowledge the roles of others and support equitable compensation.

3.

Keep your promises to “somebodies” and “nobodies” alike.

4.

Teach your children their rights. Respect children so they will be respectful.

5.

Honor your Inner Nobody and your Inner Somebody alike.

6.

Be aware rankism begets rankism. If you’re feeling frustrated, don’t pick on someone of lower
rank; and don’t kick the dog!

7.

Encourage respect for the other side in sports, debate, and daily life.

8.

Think about what you want to pass on. And do it.

9.

Health care providers can enlist patients as partners.

10.

Show the world dignity through your profession.

11.

Recognize that servers are people, too.

12.

Try to see outside your position and build a model that synthesizes your outlook with the views
of others.

13.

Give recognition to someone who deserves it.

14.

Bring dignity to law enforcement and conflict resolution.

15.

Choose not to participate in disrespectful jokes or conversations.

16.

Give your attention to someone you might normally avoid interacting with. Someone with a
disability. Someone of another culture. Someone of a different faith.

17.

Assist or advocate for immigrants, homeless individuals, the disabled, the elderly, anyone who
is especially vulnerable to assaults on their dignity.

18.

Offer assistance to someone who may not be getting the help or recognition he or she needs an elderly neighbor, a new mother, a caregiver.

19.

Ask questions about people in authority. Do they use their power to help others, or to keep
them down? Have they earned their authority or are they just assuming it?

20.

Exemplify rather than exhort.

DIGNITY: The Cure For Rankism
”How do you change something that’s so pervasive and that has for so long gone unnamed? With
dignity, Fuller says. Treating people with dignity, no matter where they fall on the corporate, social,
familial, or political ladder is the key to overcoming rankism in all its manifestations. In rankist
environments, creativity is stifled, students can’t learn, workers are disloyal, health is compromised,
families suffer dysfunction, and victims want revenge. Dignity is the antidote.”
Robert Fuller
PLEASE: Read more at http://www.breakingranks.net/

.
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Life Positions
I’m OK - You’re OK
I’m capable and you are capable
I respect you
I’m important and you are important
I matter and you matter

I’m OK -You’re not OK
I can be trusted but you can’t
I am capable but you are not
I am good but you are bad
I wouldn’t hurt you but you would hurt me

I’m not OK - You’re OK
I am powerless and you are powerful
I am incompetent but you are competent
I don’t matter but you do
I should be punished or suffer, but you are good

I’m not OK - You are not OK
Neither of us is any good
Life isn’t worth living
I would hurt you and you would hurt me
We are both incompetent
Nobody likes us

.
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Okayness
Behaviours that say...
I’m Okay

I’m not Okay

comfortable when receiving

□

provoking negative reactions

compliments

□

game-playing as “victim”

□

challenging others’ ideas

□

apologising

□

giving opinions openly

□

complying

□

accepting constructive criticism

□

being reluctant to contribute

□

acting relaxed

□

getting embarrassed

□

holding head erect

□

rounding shoulders; casting eyes

□

downwards

You’re Okay

.

□

asking permission

□

getting uncomfortable at compliments

□

being defensive

You’re not Okay

□

recognising others

□

fault-finding

□

smiling at others

□

interrupting others

□

giving positive feedback

□

ignoring others

□

really listening

□

condescending looks

□

asking for others’ opinions

□

not listening

□

encouraging others

□

being sarcastic

□

showing interest

□

putting others down

□

sharing confidences

□

giving negative feedback

□

being supportive

□

avoiding others

□

requesting others’ suggestions

□

making others feel comfortable
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Behaviours Essential To Relating To Others
•

To gain a personal insight on how I relate to others.

•

What behaviours I need to improve upon to become a better leader.

•

To see how others view and perceive my personal behaviours.

Listed below are a number of behaviours that are essential to relating to others. Rate yourself on
these behaviours, using the following scale:
1

2

3

Very

Moderately

Weak

Weak

4

5
Adequate

6

7

8

9

Moderately

Very

Strong

Strong

Note: a rating of 5 means that you would consider yourself a resource person (if only minimally so).
That is, in a relationship or group, you would be a giver rather than just a receiver.

1. ______

Feelings : I am not afraid to deal directly with emotion whether it is my own or others.
I allow myself to feel and give expression to what I feel.

2. ______

Initiative : In my relationships I act rather than react by going out and contacting
others without waiting to be contacted.

3. ______

Respect : I express that I am for others even if I do not necessarily approve of what
they do.

4. ______

Genuineness : I do not hide behind roles or facades. I let others know where I stand.

5. ______

Concreteness : I am not vague when I speak to others. I do not beat around the bush
in that I deal with concrete experience and behaviour.

6. ______

Immediacy : I deal openly and directly with others. I know where I stand with others
and they know where they stand with me.

7. ______

Empathy : I see the world through the eyes of others by listening to cues, both verbal
and nonverbal, and I respond to these cues.

8. ______

Confrontation : I challenge others with responsibly and with care. I do not use
confrontation to punish.

.
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9. ______

Self-disclosure : I let others know the person inside, but I am not exhibitionistic. I am
open without being a secret-revealer or secret-searcher.

10______

Self-exploration : I examine my life style and behaviours and want others to help me
to do so. I am open to change.

Scoring
There are no correct or incorrect scores. This assessment simply shows you where you stand in your
relations with others. Your goal should be to work on the lowest scorings of the 10 behaviours.
Also, have one or two others rate you so that you can get an outside view of yourself as to whether
you are projecting yourself to others as you believe you are.

.
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Relationship Continuum

CONSEQUENCE

STRATEGY

Fighting

.

Competing

Collaborating

Partnering

View of other

Hostile

Opponent

Stakeholder

Partner

Mindset

I'm out to get you

I'll get the best I
can

I'll help you if you
help me

We're in this
together

Motivation

Self-interest

Competition

Desire for mutual
benefit

Long term
relationship

Interests

Opposing
interests

Competing
interests

Acknowledged
interests

Shared interests

Planning

Plotting

Planning to
defend own
position

Planning by
considering both

Shared intent

Behaviour

Gamesmanship

Telling

Selling

Participative
design

Learning Focus

You're
incompetent

I'm the expert

Recognize your
competence

Shared
continuous
learning

Trust

Distrust

Mistrust

Mutual Respect

Trust

Goal Alignment

Non-aligned

Compliance

Shared goals

Aligned

Flexibility

Inflexible

Confronting

Compromise

Flexible

Outcome

Lose/Lose

Win/Lose

Win/Win

Ongoing Win
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Influencing Factors
There are four key factors that influence your position on the Continuum:

Reflections:- Link back to “significant others”:

.
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Feedback
Preparing for Feedback
One of the major reasons for organisations and individuals not learning or transforming is the lack of
feedback. Feedback is one of the key methods of raising our levels of consciousness.
At the beginning of this section we asked you to ask a number of significant others in your life to give
you feedback. Before “receiving” important feedback spend some time reflecting on the following
points:
What feedback do I expect?

How will I respond if the feedback is negative and not what I expected?

How will I respond if the feedback is positive and not what I expected?

.
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Reflecting on My Letters

.
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Reflecting on Other Feedback

.
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Guidelines for Giving & Receiving Feedback
□

Do not “stockpile” feedback.

□

Take personal ownership for the feedback you give.

□

Confront by focusing on the behaviour or issue - not the person.

□

Link your feedback to the agreed behavioural standards.

□

Emphasise and reinforce positive behaviour

□

When giving feedback, be sure to listen to the other person’s point of view.

□

Remember to confront with care!

Receiving Feedback:
□

Seek first to understand and then to be understood.

□

Allow the other person to finish before adding your interpretation.

□

Ask for feedback.

Notes:

.
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Listening
How well do you listen?
Read the statements below and rate yourself using the following scale
Always = 4

Almost always = 3

Seldom = 2

Never = 1

1. I allow the other person to express him or herself without
interrupting.

Don't know = 0

4 3 2 1 0

2. I actively try to develop my ability to remember important facts.
4 3 2 1 0
3. I make notes of the most important details when listening to
someone.

4 3 2 1 0

4. I listen between the lines when interacting with someone who
uses hidden meanings.

4 3 2 1 0

5. When making notes, I focus on recording the major facts and
key phrases.

4 3 2 1 0

6. I ask questions to check that I have a clear understanding of
what the other person is saying.

4 3 2 1 0

7. At the end of a discussion I summarise what has been said
and/or agreed, making use of my notes.

4 3 2 1 0

8. I avoid becoming negative or excited when the other person's
views differ from my own.

4 3 2 1 0

9. I ignore distractions when listening to others.

4 3 2 1 0

10. I show interest in what the other person has to say.

4 3 2 1 0

Your Score
32 - 40
27 - 31
22 - 26
0 - 21

.

You are an excellent listener.
You are an above average listener.
You are an average listener and need to consciously practice listening.
You really need to work on reducing the "seldom" and "never" responses.
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The Impact of Effective Listening
Think of an interaction which you had with someone who did not listen to you or attempt to understand
what was important for you. How did you feel?
I felt.....

Think of an interaction which you had with someone who actively listened to you and attempted to
understand what was important for you. How did you feel?
I felt....

.
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Common Faults

A research organisation asked several thousand people, “What are the most serious faults of
executives in dealing with their associates and team members?”
The fault cited most often, as the following list shows, was failure to see the other person’s point of
view. It is mentioned nearly twice as often as the next one!
□

Failure to see the other person’s point of view.......................................

68%

□

Failure to show appreciation or give credit............................................

36%

□

Failure to size up employees correctly...................................................

34%

□

Lack of leadership................................................................................

24%

□

Lack of frankness and sincerity............................................................

19%

□

Arbitrariness........................................................................................

17%

□

Arrogance...........................................................................................

17%

□

Failure to delegate authority................................................................

17%

□

Indecision...........................................................................................

15%

□

Bias and letting emotions rule.............................................................

15%

□

Others, including lack of courtesy, sarcasm, losing temper etc............

21%

Notes:

.
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Giving & Receiving Feedback
As an individual review your contribution to this group ( and to your work team) in terms of behaviour
that you should continue, start and stop. You will be given an opportunity to give this feedback to your
group and invite them to give you feedback in the same format.
Continue

Start

Stop

Review the contribution of the other members of the group in terms of the behaviours that each should
continue, start and stop. You will be given an opportunity to give this feedback to each of them.
Individual

.

Continue

Start

Stop
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“The minute you begin to do what you want to do, it’s really a different kind of life.”
Buckminster Fuller

.
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Desired Personal Results
1.

Describe results in your life that you deeply desire.

2.

Indicate whether it is a desire or commitment

Self-image

Tangibles (material things etc.)

Home

Health

Relationships

Work

Personal Pursuits (learning, hobbies etc.)

Community

Life Purpose

.
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Personal Vision – Reflection Points

1.

How would I like to be remembered?

2.

What do I dream of contributing to the world?

3.

What do I really want from my life?

4.

When people think of me, what would I like them to see as my most outstanding
characteristics.

5.

If my resources were such that I did not have to work for a living and I could do anything I
wanted, I would:

6.

Moments of greatest happiness and satisfaction come to me when.......

7.

What talents do you feel you have that no-one really knows about.

.
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Draft Vision / Mission

.
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What do I need from
Others

.

Myself

The Organisation
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Indeterminacy

Two Views:
Linear Causality
Since the universe is governed by the mandate that every cause will produce a singular effect to which
it is co-related in size and proximate in space, its future is thus wholly knowable.

Indeterminacy
In the dynamic complexity of an organization, every event is both cause and effect. Because of this
complexity, the future is principally unknowable in advance. There is only now in which the “past”
presents itself by memory, and the “future” exists as vision.

.
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Thoughts on Indeterminacy
□

The answer to the “how?” of change must be made up as you go.

□

Every time a system changes it becomes more complex. The more complex it is, the more
chaotic it becomes. The more chaotic it becomes, the more order it must generate. The more
orderly it is, the more it will vibrate. The more it vibrates, the more unstable it becomes. The
more unstable it is, the farther it moves from equilibrium. The farther it is from equilibrium, the
more it will change. Every time a system changes .....

□

Given the fact that the long-term future is unknowable, why waste a single fleeting moment of
the present planning it?

□

Time and resources should be invested in preparing for any possibility rather than squandered
on planning to cope with a fixed future the data assures us will happen.

□

Straight linearity does not exist.

Reflections:

.
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Importance Vs Urgency Matrix

Notes:

.
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What to Change

Covey & Merrill, in their book “First Things First” asks the following three questions:
1.

What is the one activity that you know if you did superbly well and consistently would have
significant positive results in your personal life?

2.

What is the one activity that you know if you did superbly well and consistently would have
significant positive results in your work life?

3.

If you know these things would make such a significant difference, why are you not doing
them now?

Answer these questions for yourself..........

Where would the activities fall on the matrix?

.
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Proactive vs. Reactive

If you look back over everything we have covered in this model you will notice that there is a common
thread. We allow others and other “things” to control us. We react to situations and our circumstances.
It’s easy to blame others and the circumstances. We don’t acknowledge that we are personally
responsible for all that we do, what we have, and who we are. The only way we can start to
achieve this, is to be proactive.
■

Have a clear picture or vision of where you want to be.

■

Acknowledge that you have the freedom to choice how to react or respond in any situation,
under any circumstances.

■

Make proactive choices guided by principles and values. Be passionate about your values.

■

Focus on strengths not weaknesses.

■

Focus on what you can influence and not what you cannot influence.

Notes:

.
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The Personal Planning Funnel

Notes:

.
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Applying the Funnel

Personal Planning is about becoming independent. It is about moving
away from being dependent on time towards proactively achieving our
own vision and goals as represented by our personal mission
statements. The next steps are:

1.

■

connecting your vision and goals with your plan

■

Establishing/Sharpening your focus

■

Setting objectives for the week

■

Confirming your day

Connecting your vision and goals with your plan

This is one of the most significant paradigm shifts we need to take in our move from “time
management” towards “personal planning”. It is the first step towards independence. Our personal
mission must be taken into account every time we plan ahead. Covey refers to this as “Beginning with
the end in mind”.

2.

Establishing/sharpening your Focus

2.1

In this step we focus on a week at a time. This helps to look at achieving those important
things which need to be done and not get caught in the “urgency trap”. This also allows us to
place our plans in a broader context.

2.2

Revisiting your mission statement and referring to the exercise on clarifying your life
focuses/roles record your focus areas on your weekly planner.

3.

Setting objectives for the week

3.1

For each focus area ask yourself the following question: What is the most important thing I can
do in each focus area this week to have the greatest positive impact? (Covey and Merrill).

.
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3.2

Set your self specific objectives for each focus area. Record these on your weekly planner.

3.3

Allocate appropriate time for achieving these objectives.

3.4

Next enter any know “urgent” activities on the weekly planner and then schedule time to
achieve your focus area objectives.

3.5

Transfer your weekly schedule to your daily planner along with required actions. Record the
important actions and urgent actions separately.

4.

Confirming your day

4.1

Start each day by previewing your scheduled activities and actions required to place then in
context with your week.

4.2

Prioritise your actions for the day. Check your action list. Separate actions either into
important or urgent, or use an ABC prioritising method.

4.4

To overcome time barriers, refer to the section on “overcoming time barriers” later in the
module.

.
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Focus Areas

.

Objectives
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Final Reflection Points
1.

What have been the most useful things learnt?

2.

What was the most unexpected or surprising thing that you learnt about yourself?

3.

What was the most difficult thing you learnt? Why?

4.

What are the 2 most important things you learnt about yourself?

5.

What, would you do differently if you had these 2 days all over again?

6.

What are you most proud of doing. during these 2 days?

7.

What did you worry about that never happened.

8.

What do you need to focus on as a result of this workshop (be very specific) and what are the
potential obstacle to achieving

9.

What activities do you need to undertake to develop the above?

10.

What are you going to do to make sure that it happens?

11.

How will you know when you have been successful?

12.

Who do you need help/support from?

.
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DEVELOPMENT CONTRACT
Name:_______________________ Location:________________________________

My Development Area
The specific area I want to develop:

My Objective
My broad objective / what I would like to achieve:

My Milestones
My milestones / specific targets by which I will measure my improvement:

My Problems
Possible barriers, resistance etc. I may encounter:

My Solutions
My solutions to avoid or deal with these problems:
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My Activities
My list of sequenced steps to bring about the desired change:

By when
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My Resources Requirements
People, time, materials, equipment, money etc. I will need:

My Benefits
This is the added value I will achieve:

My Commitment
This is my personal commitment to myself that I will carry out this Action Plan. I will modify the
plan as may be needed

Signed:__________________________
Dated: __________________________
Process Reviews

Dates:
1._______________

2.________________

3._______________

4.________________
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